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From the Pastor’s Keyboard
Dear Parishioners,
Thank you for your warm welcome in the midst of difficult times. I look
forward to the time when I will no longer be the “masked stranger,” and we
all can get to know one another face to face, rather than mask-to-mask, or
via the internet Mass!
At least twice a year, I will send you a report about the various happenings
in the parish. These are important issues about our campus, buildings,
budget, ministry expenses, and items that are often called the “temporal
affairs of the church.” These are important but not appropriate to be
proclaimed from the pulpit at the Mass. That is reserved for the
proclamation of the Good News of Jesus Christ in Word and Sacrament.
Nonetheless, this proclamation of the Good News depends upon buildings,
budgets, and good stewards.
I hope these newsletters will provide you information about how the parish
is using your generous contributions. Please let me know if you have any
questions.
Father Ken VanHaverbeke

COVID-19 and Our Finances
It is sad that I had to tell the spell check on my computer to accept the word
“COVID.” It, like most of us, was ignorant of the word’s existence. Now that
we all know more than we care to understand about COVID-19, how is this
affecting our expenses and income?
Included in this mailing is your statement of your generosity as well as the
first half-year of our parish finances. In looking over the financials, the
parish is doing an excellent job of reducing expenses, holding other
expenses to a minimum, and parishioners are continuing to be faithful with
stewardship of treasure in the midst of very difficult times.
This is all a credit to both the Lord and to the faithfulness of parishioners.

Our Parish Mission
The St. Vincent de Paul
parish family is dedicated
to growing in Christ and
building God’s Kingdom.

A Word About Our Expenses
Elevator Update
Last year's Annual Fund
raised funds for a new
elevator in our
building.
Due to COVID and
Father Hemberger's
passing, (who was
leading the research
and implantation of
the new elevator), I
have put this project
on a temporary hold.
We are forming a
group of parishioners
to head this up and to
seek bids for the work.
The monies raised will
be set aside and not
used until we use them
for this project.

Evicted! For a while…
“Once upon a midnight dreary, while I pondered, weak and weary…
nearly napping, suddenly there came a tapping, as of some one gently
rapping, rapping at my chamber door…” Edgar Allan Poe “The Raven”
When I took up residence at the rectory, I did not know I was sharing the
rectory with roommates. After a couple of weeks, I could hear scratching and
tapping in the ceiling and walls that were on the outside.
Going out to look to see what the tapping/scratching was, I noticed a squirrel
poking his/her head out of a newly formed hole in the siding of the rectory.
Making a nice comfortable home within the eaves of the house, he/she
seemed disturbed and offended when I threw a
rock at his doorway.
Needless to say, my eviction notice to the squirrel
went unheeded, so I called in the professional,
Shane, who received numerous bids for residing
the rectory that has become rotted over time. The
work will be completed this winter.
In the meantime, the company selected has temporarily blockaded the fourfive entrances the squirrels have made. The squirrels don’t seem too happy
with me!

Repairs and Maintenance on a 30-Year-Old Building
Since I’ve arrived, the alarm company and I have had numerous conversations
in the middle of the night. A couple of our doors have grown old, and the
mechanism that tells the alarm system they are locked has failed.
We have repaired these doors, but we are finding more of these matters, such
as doors not closing properly, as the building approaches its 30th anniversary.

Beyond Our Parish
As a new parishioner, I am
very impressed by the
generous contributions
parishioners make to the
St. Augustine Mission, the
St. Vincent de Paul Society,
and the local charities here
in Andover!
This says a great deal about
living the words, “For
where your treasure is,
there your heart will also
be.” Mt. 6:21

I was the director of the Spiritual Life Center for the diocese, and it was also
built around the same time Saint Vincent de Paul was reconstructed after the
tornado. There too, we had many ‘30 year maintenance’ items. Be assured,
we are not only repairing and maintaining the building but looking ahead to
schedule preventative maintenance.

Use of the Main Sanctuary for Daily Mass/Adoration
From the look of our expenses, the
use of the main church sanctuary
for daily Mass and Tuesday’s
Eucharistic Adoration are not
impacting our overall electrical
expenses for heating and cooling. It
provides a safe and holy place for
our worship of the Lord in the
Eucharist. We are fortunate to have
such a sanctuary!

